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Jiffy® Mail Lite TG™
Cushioned Mailers
A premium all plastic bubble-cushioned mailer that
provides the ultimate security and cushioning performance.
Smooth plastic exterior & fully laminated bubble interior
Suitable for customised printing up to two colours
Smooth inner layer allows for quick, easy product insertion
Self-seal closure saves time and keeps content secure
High-strength welded seams allows for over stuffing
Good water resistant properties

TG 1
TG 2
TG 4
TG 5
TG 6
TG 7

150 x 225mm
215 x 280mm
240 x 340mm
265 x 380mm
300 x 405mm
360 x 480mm

Jiffy® ShurTuff®
Durable Mailers
Tough, durable and economical plastic mailers for
securely shipping a wide variety of non-fragile items
High performance multi-layer film construction for
maximum tear and impact resistance
High strength welded seams resist bursting and allow
for overstuffing
Self-seal closure saves time and keeps contents safe
Outstanding water resistance properties
Suitable for customised printing

Jiffy® Rigi Bag®
Rigid Mailers
Extra rigid mailers for superior corner and edge protection
Extremely rigid Kraft fibreboard resists bending and folding
Provides maximum corner and edge protection
Self-seal closure and easy-open tear-tape
Made from 75% recycled paper
Ideal for mailing photos, certificates and documents

Jiffylite®
Cushioned Mailers
A lightweight bubble-cushioned mailer with a white Kraft
paper exterior for products which require both rigidity
and cushioning
Fully laminated white Kraft and bubble construction that
provides excellent cushioning, stiffness and
puncture resistance
Smooth inner layer allows for quick, easy product insertion
Smooth, white exterior enhances customised colour printing
Convenient self-seal closure together with tear - tape for
easy opening

Jiffy® Padded
Cushioned Mailers
Rugged, all purpose paper fibre mailers that provide
outstanding cushioning and rigidity
The most popular mailer in the world
Strong, heavy-duty Kraft exterior
Consistent cushioning protection with 100% recycled
paper fibre interior
Double fold corners and glued bottom flap provides
excellent edge and corner protection
Smooth inner liner allows for product insertion
Self-seal closure and easy-opening tear tape

Jiffy® Utility
Mailers
Economical, all purpose Kraft mailers for non-fragile items
requiring tough, secure protection without cushioning
Heavy-duty, double-wall paper provides stiffness and
protection against tearing and punctures
Double fold corners and glued bottom flap provides
excellent corner and edge protection
Self-seal closure and easy-open tear-tape
Jiffy Gussetted provides additional space for awkward
shaped items

Jiffy® Protective Mailers
Market Leadership
Sealed Air’s market leadership has been firmly
established through the development of innovative
and differentiated mailing bag products. From the
unique construction that ensures the safe passage
of your products, to the wide variety of bag types,
there is a Sealed Air mailing product to suit almost
every application.
Environmental Commitment
Sealed Air is committed to a course of action that
ensures the following initiatives:
1. Source Reduction- Through differentiated
products, manufacturing efficiencies and
packaging design, less material is used than
competitive packaging products. This means less
waste.
2. Re-usability Wherever possible, Sealed Air
products are designed for re-use.
3. Recycling- Wherever possible, Sealed Air
incorporates recycled material in the manufacture
of its mailing bag products. Most products are
designed to be recycled rather than going into the
waste stream.

Jiffy® Mailers... A Cost-Efficient Alternative to
Corrugated Cartons.
Discover the advantages of Jiffy® Brand, the first
name in protective mailers.
Reduce Postage Costs... Lightweight Jiffy Mailer®
Products are less expensive to mail than heavier
corrugated cartons, especially if void fill materials
are used.
Reduce Labour Costs... Jiffy Mailer® Products
require fewer packing steps and eliminate the need
for filler material and carton setup.
Reduce Inventory Requirements... Jiffy Mailer®
Products store flat and do not need extra void fill
and cushioning minimizing material costs and
valuable warehouse space.
Increase Customer Satisfaction... Jiffy Mailer®
Products provide superior protection with no waste,
no mess or lost items. Their premium appearance
enhances corporate image.
Optimize Your Packaging Operation...
Ask your Sealed Air Representative for a
FREE VALUE ANALYSIS

Jiffy® Mailing Bag Selection Chart
Select the appropriate bag for your application

Bag Type

Cushioning

Rigidity

Strength/Tear
Resistance

Edge & Corner
Protection

Jiffy® Mail Lite TG™

Adequate

Good

Superior

Water
Resistance

Creating World Class
Packaging Solutions
Sealed Air is a leading global manufacturer of a
wide range of fresh food, protective and
specialty products. Reaching nearly 80 percent
of the world’s population, Sealed Air brands are
among the most respected names in their
markets.

Bubble Wrap® Brand

Priority Pak®

Air Cellular Cushioning

Automated Packaging Systems

Fill Air®

Instapak®

Inflatable Packaging Systems

Foam Packaging

Our products protect and preserve our
customers’ products from the plant to the
warehouse through the rigors of the
distribution chain. Many Sealed Air products
also provide an appealing merchandising
presence for retail display.
Sealed Air’s industry-leading investment in
research and development and constant focus
on World class manufacturing principles allow
us to deliver innovative packaging solutions
that add measurable value to our customers’
business around the world.

Korrvu®

NewAir I.B.®

Suspension and retention packaging

Packaging Systems

Distributed By:

Packaging Products Division
Unit 10/3 Burrows Road
St Peters NSW 2044
Ph: (02) 9550 7888
Fax: (02) 9550 1962
Web: www.sealedair-ap.com
Our Products Protect your Products®

